


DEDICATION

I am deeply indebted to many people, without whom many of the ideas on
these pages would have died stillborn . It has been a long, long year
of trial and trouble, but made easier by friends both old and new .
This supplement is dedicated to them certainly and with heartfelt grat-
itude, but it is also to those characters that lived,loved, and died
in pursuit of loot and glory that my true dedication goes .

Koryu, leader of the forty-seven Ronin ; Elric the Hell-Lost ; Daniel
the True Defender o£ the Dreaming Isles ; Jothar, Champion of the House
of the Rising Sun and Baron of the Realm ; Kazamon, the Ring Bearer,
hobbit and changeling ; Book the Benighted ; Hamal Assad's Twelfth . Lancers ;
Mithrom, bandit turned demon ; Mogadore the drunken dwarf ; Zorella, ama-
zon leader of the doomed Hell Raid ; Lasuli, elven and unafraid ; Fredrick
the Bold, slayer of Smaug and Sauron ; Bolo Mark Nine,destroyer of a
dungeon and near slayer of an entire world ; the Seven Spartans and their
never broken shield wall ;-Talso the grim mage ; all of you are forever
graven in the iron legends that will forever follow your steps through
allternity . To you and the shades of near four hundred dead I lift a
tankard of Rumble Tummy's ale in respectful salute .

Without all of you I could never have dreamed my dreams of glory, nor
beheld the beauty of the Misty Mountains of Arduin .

David A . Hargrave
Richmond, California
February ]977
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A word from the scanner of this document… 
 
As I grew up, some of the most enjoyable hours I spent were those I spent playing, the 
“new” game, Dungeons & Dragons (guess how old I am…). Many contributors devised 
additions to further enhance this game, some of which were, in my humble opinion, far 
superior to the majority of the things being published at that early time… and you are 
reading one of them right now. 
 
David Hargrave and his Arduin publications were fantastic! They still are today, but 
long out of print and remembered, mostly, by us old-school gamers. I think this is 
unfortunate so I am doing what I can to remedy the situation. Read them and enjoy a 
most excellent chapter from RPG history!  
 
I have tried many methods of scanning this document but the print was so small and the 
typeset so poor, that better quality could only be obtained at a cost of more time than I 
could expend.  If you have the time and the means, please, do the work this fine 
publication deserves. I hope one day, as I float through the web, that I might find this 
document in an improved condition. And please, if you do make changes, add your own 
personal note to this page. 
 
Your humble servant, 
 
GetOnBack 
The RPG Slut! (That’s right, baby, I give it away for free!!!) 




































































































